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Letter 650
My Brother Is Healed
2017-12-24
Dear Jesus,
Sunday, 17 December 2017, 6AM.
On Sunday morning, 12 November 2017, I went to the community where my younger
brother (CB19) lives, to see if I could connect with him for a visit. I hadn’t seen him in well
over a year.
It had been promised to me many years earlier by our Lord that he would be completely
delivered from demons, and I wanted to conMirm what I had heard from our youngest
brother (CB18), who had seen him this last summer. (CB18) had informed me that while he
was visiting with (CB19), he could not detect any presence of demons, and that (CB19) was
able to hold a rational, normal sounding conversation.
I stopped at a Starbucks that (CB19) normally frequent’s, in hopes that he would show up
while I was there. After being seated for a few minutes, one of the regulars, a man, came in
and sat down in a table behind me, so he was facing my back. I had my earbuds on and
listening to some praise music on YouTube while working on one of my Letters.
Then another regular customer, a man apparently known to the Mirst man, came in and sat
down close to him, again facing my back. After a minute they started talking to one another,
somewhat loudly. While I was still listening to the praise music, I could feel the spiritual
tension increase behind my back.
I kept listening to the music and agreeing with the lyrics. After a few minutes it went
absolutely silent behind me. Then Peace began to prevail in and around the Earth-space I
was occupying.
According to angel Gabriel, the tension was a result of my opposing two fallen angels who
had accompanied the two men. The devils got so upset at the music, they got up and left in a
hurry, which is why it became suddenly quiet.
The fallen angels ran into Archangel Michael, who was waiting outside for them, and were
subsequently sent to the Pit.
I listened to the Wonderful Praise Music (by Hanna Daugherty) about three times through.
Each time I did, I agreed with the song, which increased the Volume of Praise in Spirit-Space
to the point where it had driven the devils away. Problems solved. Thank you Jesus.
After this I went to my brother’s apartment to see if he was awake, and if he wanted some
coffee. To my surprise, he answered the intercom located just outside of the locked
building entrance.
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He invited me up to his apartment, and after a little discussion, I asked if he needed
anything. He said he needed some batteries, so I offered to take him to the store. We went
together in my car, made the purchase, and went back to his place.
This was a big difference from the last time I saw him over a year earlier. Now he was able
to hold a complete conversation, and make sound decisions. I also detected no trace of
demonic incursion. Just emotional scars that will take time to heal.
And there were more things, improvements, that I noticed. The last time I was in (CB18)’s
apartment , he had no furniture of bed. He slept on the Mloor with only blanket.
This time he had a very nice couch, and a dining a table with chairs. He may have had a bed,
but at this point I don’t remember seeing one. But the couch itself would make for a nice
bed if needed.
He also had a new laptop computer on the table. And, last week, I received a call from him
on his new cell-phone. All these are indications of healing, since he had spent years without
a phone or furniture. And this is the Mirst computer he has ever purchased.
The war to liberate (CB18) has taken a long time. But I am grateful that his deliverance and
subsequent healing has, and is, coming True.
Thank You again Lord Jesus for this.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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